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Dad-to-be is shattered after losing
legal battle with hospital to keep his
pregnant girlfriend on life support to
save their unborn baby after a car
crash which killed her eldest daughter
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Khayla Reno and her daughters were involved in a fatal crash in NSW on May 16
She was pregnant at the time and her partner Jamie Millard fought to save baby
The foetus was not old enough for hospital to save its life after Ms Reno's death
Family and doctors wanted to turn off life support, so Mr Millard took it to court
His court bid was turned down on Thursday, so he lashed out at Ms Reno's family
By BRITTANY CHAIN FOR DAILY MAIL AUSTRALIA
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The boyfriend of a pregnant woman who believed keeping her on life support after a
horror car crash could save their unborn baby girl has lost a court battle with her
family.
Khayla Reno and her two daughters were involved in an accident at Tumut, in New
South Wales, on May 16 after she reportedly veered into an oncoming truck.
The 29-year-old's daughter Eryka, 10, was killed instantly, while four-year-old Violet is
in a stable condition at Westmead Children's Hospital.
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Ms Reno, who was 19 weeks pregnant, was rushed to Canberra Hospital in a critical
condition, but four days after the crash she was declared 'life extinct' and doctors
moved to turn off her life support.
While her family agreed with the decision, Ms Reno's boyfriend Jamie Damian Millard
did not, and made a last minute bid to save their unborn baby by taking the matter to
the ACT Supreme Court.
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Expectant mother Khayla Reno (pictured) was in fatal crash in NSW, on May 16. Her boyfriend
Jamie Millard fought for her body to be kept on life support in the hope their foetus could still
be born, but Ms Reno's family won a court battle to turn off the medical machines on Thursday
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Mr Millard (pictured) claimed he had been dating Ms Reno for 18 months and that she would
want to try and save her baby. But Ms Reno's family fought his efforts and told Daily Mail
Australia they believed the pair had only been together since January this year
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After having his case dismissed by the court and Ms Reno's life support being turned
off Mr Millard lashed out at her family, claiming they had sent his child 'to death row'.
'My unborn baby is now on death row. I cannot do anything to stop the hospital
committing this crime against this poor defenceless baby,' he told The Daily
Telegraph outside court.
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'I now go to my final one-hour visit feeling like a condemned man proceeding to an
execution.'
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Mr Millard and Ms Reno announced their pregnancy online on May 8, just one week
before the accident.
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They had decided to keep the gender a surprise.
Not content with his comments outside court Mr Millard hit out at Ms Reno's family in
a Facebook post in the early hours of Friday, saying they 'were never there for her'.
'I hope you're happy, Khayla would be so disappointed in you for turning off her
machine and killing our baby,' he said.
'This whole time all you gave a s**t about was what was good for you and not her all
cared about was taking her organs from the time.
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Ms Reno and her 10-year-old daughter, Eryka (pictured), died in the crash while four-year-old
Violet is fighting for her life in Westmead Hospital
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Mr Millard hit out at Ms Reno's family in a Facebook post in the early hours of Friday, saying
they 'were never there for her'
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'My unborn baby is now on death row. I cannot do anything to stop the hospital committing this
crime against this poor defenceless baby,' Mr Millard said outside the ACT Supreme Court this
week, after the decision was handed down
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'I hope one day you can feel the pain I'm feeling. You should have just stayed out of
it. You were never around, only until now.'
In response, Ms Reno's family said: 'The loss of three family members is an
unbearable tragedy our family is struggling to cope with,'
'We are grieving the loss of Khayla, her 10-year-old daughter Eryka, as well as
Khayla's unborn baby. The family would have done anything to save Khayla, Eryka
and Khayla's unborn baby, however this was just not medically possible.

Unmute

'Every decision we have had to make has been based on what we believe were
Khayla’s wishes.
'We are disappointed that she has not
been able to donate her organs, but take
strength in the six lives that Eryka has
saved through her organ donation. This
tragedy has highlighted to us the
importance of making your family aware
of your wishes around organ donation.'
Prior to Thursday's farwell visit, court
documents revealed the hospital had not
allowed Mr Millard in to see the mother
of his unborn child.
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He refused, claiming his decision was
based on her Aboriginal heritage.
But Ms Reno's father - her mother has
been deceased for more than two
decades - said she had never expressed
any concerns about donating her organs
and in fact would have wanted to do so.
A foetus is considered viable from 23
weeks in ACT, and the court ruled they
could not overturn the hospital's
decision to terminate Ms Reno's life.
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Ms Reno's family believe she would have
wanted her organs to be donated and have
rallied behind the hospital
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ACT Supreme Court Chief Justice Helen Murrell said it was regrettable Mr Millard felt
'so alienated in the decision-making process.'
'The hospital chose to communicate primarily with other members of Ms Reno's
family,' Chief Justice Murrell said.
A GoFundMe has been set up to help support Ms Reno's surviving daughter.
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Amanda Seyfried said she was all in favor of third Mama Mia! film, as was the rest of
the cast. The only sticking point? They'd probably run out of new ABBA tunes to use.
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effortlessly stylish on
night out in Malibu with
pals... and flashes arm
cast after recent injury

EXCLUSIVE Big
Brother evictee Ian
Joass reveals which
housemate will win the
show

'Your kids are so lucky':
Demi Moore wishes
Bruce Willis a Happy
Father's Day in
blended family photo
with his wife Emma
Hemming

Big Brother star Mat
Garrick is forced to strip
down to a G-string for
THREE separate spray
tan coats as Angela
Clancy gets revenge on
housemates from her
secret bunker
Big Brother star Ian
Joass cries and is left
speechless as house
turns against him in
shock eviction
orchestrated by 'secret
player' Angela Clancy
Chris Martin spends
Father's Day weekend
with son Moses, 14, as
he drives his golf cart
barefoot to the market
in Malibu

Married At First Sight
star Stacey Hampton
comes under fire from
US audiences for her lip
filler

EXCLUSIVE: Big
Brother evictee Ian
Joass reveals his longterm love - and the lie
he told his friends
before going on the
show
So hot, she needs to
cool down! Model
Sahara Ray draws
attention to her slim
silhouette as she poses
+99 seductively behind a
shower curtain
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ADVERTISEMENT
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Coleen Rooney treats
husband Wayne to
breakfast in bed with his
d il
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sons and silver
balloons for Father's
Day

EXCLUSIVE 'Shy' Big
Brother star Ian Joass
reveals the wild party
night in the house that
never made it to air

Rebel Wilson shows
off her incredible
slimmed-down figure
and growing muscles in
powerful image after
estimated 18kg weight
loss
Working up a sweat!
Sam Frost flaunts her
toned midriff in
activewear as she
returns to work on
Home and Away

David Koch
mysteriously shares
throwback posts
featuring former Sunrise
co-host Melissa Doyle amid claims her
contract is under review
Channel Seven
Home and Away star
Sophie Dillman is every
inch the blonde
bombshell in a tight
swimsuit as filming for
the drama resumes after
coronavirus lockdown
Big Brother fan
favourite Angela Clancy
looks chic in a beige
dress as she steps out
for a bite to eat in Perth

Cheryl is bookies
favourite to replace
Bruno Tonioli if judge is
ruled out of Strictly
Come Dancing due to
lucrative Dancing With
The Stars gig in the U.S.

Dennis Quaid goes
without mask to perform
an outdoor concert for
Brentwood neighbors
with legendary Doors
guitarist Robby Krieger

'He is so out of
control': ScottishAmerican actor Alan
Cumming says he will
leave the US if Trump is
re-elected - describing
his presidency as 'toxic
and dangerous'

ADVERTISEMENT
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NRL star Josh
Reynolds' estranged ex
Arabella Del Busso has
11 known aliases - as
her REAL name is
exposed
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James Van Der Beek
and his wife Kimberly
mourn after she suffers
Share
fifth miscarriage in nine
years
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EXCLUSIVE

EXCLUSIVE Married At
First Sight's Stacey
Hampton 'moves on
with a Melbourne
businessman' after a
'bad breakup'
Big Brother SPOILER:
'Scandalous' clash
between two
housemates at
upcoming eviction
leaves host Sonia
Kruger speechless
Royal aides fear
Prince Harry and
Meghan Markle's new
book will blame William
for brothers' rift and
'paint him as the bad
guy', sources claim
Pink hilariously roasts
Donald Trump on
Twitter after his muchhyped Tulsa rally is met
with poor turnout amid
COVID-19

Amy Schumer stands
with 'brave' women
coming forward with
sexual misconduct
claims against
comedians... after Chris
D'Elia denied harassing
underage girls
Matt LeBlanc suits up
in sweats while wearing
a mask for safety as he
takes care of errands in
Los Angeles

Diane Keaton cuts a
casual chic look in
black as she takes dog
Emmie for a walk during
break from quarantine

Ansel Elgort, 26,
denies claims he
sexually assaulted a 17year-old girl and says
they had a 'brief, legal
and entirely consensual
relationship' when he
was 20

ADVERTISEMENT

Nicole Richie walks
barefoot on beach with
daughter Harlow in
Santa Barbara as she
celebrates dad Lionel
Richie's 71st birthday

Samantha Armytage,
43, is ENGAGED to
boyfriend Richard
Lavender, 60, as
Sunrise presenter
debuts diamond ring on
Instagram
Charlize Theron dons
a rose print face mask
as she enjoys dinner
out at Nobu in Malibu
with her two daughters
Jackson and August
+99
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Sofia
TopRichie throws a
picnic for her dad Lionel
Richie's 71st birthday
while her sister Nicole
Share
Richie serenades him
on social media
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Chloe Green looks
sensational in a leaf
print bikini as she new
boyfriend Manuele
Thiella lounge on a
luxury yacht with
friends in St-Tropez
Big Brother 2006's
'gay cowboy' Dave
Graham is now a
famous international
dog trainer and father of
THREE daughters to
three different women
Australian Idol winner
Natalie Gauci launches
legal action against her
high school music
teacher - alleging the
predator sexually
abused her
Sunrise host
Samantha Armytage
reduces on-air duties
for Seven just weeks
after facing international
backlash for a
resurfaced 'racist'
segment from 2015
Karl Stefanovic hits
the pub for a beer with
Ryan 'Fitzy' Fitzgerald
before heading to
Randwick Races as
lockdown restrictions
ease
Jennifer Hawkins is
spotted on a morning
stroll in Sydney with her
adorable daughter
Frankie Violet bundled
up in a $500 baby
carrier

ADVERTISEMENT

Vanessa Bryant
celebrates daughter
Capri's first birthday by
sharing heartbreaking
photo of Kobe cradling
the infant

'Do your research!' Pip
Edwards hits back at
critics after her brand
P.E. Nation was
slammed over 'tonedeaf' Instagram post
about racism
'Maybe another baby
on the way?' Jennifer
Hawkins sparks
pregnancy rumours with
latest selfie... just seven
months after welcoming
daughter Frankie Violet
Amber Rose put her
curves on display in a
plunging bodycon dress
as she enjoys a day out
in Venice with rapper
YG's baby mama
Catelyn Sparks
Kim Kardashian says
Tristan Thompson is a
'different person'... as
reformed cheater and
her sister Khloé get
'closer' during
quarantine together
+99
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Sarah Jessica Parker
Topcasual in a white
looks
dress as she brings a
book for a day out with
her husband Matthew
Share
Broderick and their son
James
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Brad Pitt is 'really
grateful' to Ridley Scott
and Geena Davis for
giving him 'a shot' in
Thelma & Louise... but
admits he cringes at his
'high voice' in the film
Sophie Turner cloaks
her growing baby bump
in black as she steps
out with husband Joe
Jonas during break
from quarantine

Will Black Lives Matter
end Anna Wintour's
reign as the Queen of
Fashion? Vogue editor
is called a 'colonial
broad' by black former
colleague as bosses
unveil PC manifesto
Harry Styles is 'sliding
into ex Daisy Lowe's
DMs' trying to rekindle
their romance after
dating the model seven
years ago

ADVERTISEMENT

Looking for love?
Bachelorette New
Zealand is casting for
its second season after
the debut series
shocked fans with
double female lead twist
The future of Thor:
Love and Thunder is up
in the air as coronavirus
lockdown throws
Sydney filming
schedule into chaos

Ben Affleck enjoys a
very animated lunch
date with Ana de
Armas... after their
return from a trip to
Georgia with his three
kids
Johnny Depp's legal
battle continues as a
witness claims his exwife Amber Heard was
bruised while he was
out of the country

Chris Pratt and
pregnant wife Katherine
Schwarzenegger pack
on the PDA as they hold
hands and share hugs
during a morning stroll

Posh is put in the
shade as eight-year-old
Harper Beckham
masters her mother
Victoria's sunglasses
pose

No shirts in your size,
Suki Waterhouse?
Model appears to help
herself to boyfriend
Robert Pattinson's
clothing as couple grab
a takeaway coffee
+99
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Victoria Beckham's
fans question how she
looks
Topso glamorous in
lockdown as they
accuse her of flouting
rules to get her hair and
Share
nails done
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Justin Bieber enjoys
coffee with wife Hailey
as she showcases her
world-class abs in Los
Angeles

Simone Holtznagel
reflects on late model
Charlotte Dawson's
suicide and claims the
TV host reinstalled
social media apps after
friends tried to save her
by deleting them
Prince Harry backs
move to ban Swing Low,
Sweet Chariot: Duke of
Sussex signals his
support for review of
England rugby anthem
linked to slavery despite
backlash from fans
Today Show host Karl
Stefanovic pops out in
his pyjamas and ugg
boots to pick up some
takeaway chicken...
after vowing to lose
10kg
Got an urgent craving?
Pip Edwards cosies up
to cricketer Michael
Clarke as the pair enjoy
a stroll together in
Sydney's Rose Bay after
their 'split'
Back on?
Karl Stefanovic and
wife Jasmine Yarbrough
take their two-month-old
daughter Harper May to
visit Richard Wilkins on
his birthday

'We were on our
honeymoon when we
found out': Jules and
Guy Sebastian reveal
the heartbreaking
tragedies that changed
their family forever
Nicole Kidman is 53!
Keith Urban and Reese
Witherspoon lead
tributes to Oscar
winning actress: 'What
a gift'

Caroline Flack wanted
to plead guilty to
common assault charge
- if she had she might
still be alive: KATIE
HIND reveals
heartbreaking twist as
inquest approaches
Beyonce in 'tentative
talks' to join forces with
Kelly Rowland and
Michelle Williams for
Destiny's Child reunion

Tom Cruise 'sets his
sights on moving to the
UK after isolating at the
Church Of Scientology's
headquarters in West
Sussex during COVID19 pandemic'
+99
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'I deleted Twitter after
sheTop
died': Alex Perry
says losing friend
Charlotte Dawson to
suicide after she was
Share
bullied online led him to
believe social media
can be 'harmful'
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Michelle Bridges sells
her Potts Point
apartment for
$6.4million... after split
from Steve 'Commando'
Willis

Leonardo DiCaprio
wrangles friends to
celebrate
girlfriend Camila
Morrone's 23rd birthday
with a Western-themed
party on a yacht
Lord Of The Rings
director Peter Jackson
pens moving tribute to
Ian Holm after Bilbo
Baggins actor dies aged
88 amid Parkinson's
struggle
Kendall and Kylie
Jenner have legs for
days as they slink
around in skimpy
bodysuits teasing new
makeup collab

Whitney Cummings
says she 'won't be
silent' as she addresses
sexual misconduct
accusations against
former co-star Chris
D'Elia
How did KSI make his
millions? YouTuber
boasts a $18M property
empire after earning
thousands from gaming
videos filmed in his
bedroom
Millie Bobby Brown
dances around in
beachwear for new
TikTok video with
Stranger Things co-star
Noah Schnapp

Pink reveals she and
Carey Hart 'would not
be together' after 14
years of marriage
without couple's
therapy

Scarlett Johansson
says her signature
'husky voice' got her
turned down for roles
when she was a kid
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MORE DON'T MISS
Pregnant Hilaria
Baldwin shares sweet
photo of Carmen, six,
hugging mom's
burgeoning baby bump

Mariah Carey
celebrates Juneteenth
with 'virtual BBQ' for
her nine-year-old twins
Monroe and Moroccan

Kyly Clarke shares
very racy selfie - after
her ex husband Michael
Clarke appeared to
reunite with rumoured
flame Pip Edwards for a
cosy stroll
Shane Warne's eldest
daughter Brooke shares
a loved-up selfie with
boyfriend Alex Heath for
his birthday

Rove McManus returns
to work as a voice actor
on children's cartoon
series - following a
string of failed
comeback gigs
Have Gigi and Bella
Hadid had plastic
surgery? Experts detail
what cosmetic
procedures the models
+99 might have undergone
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EXCLUSIVE

Heather

Locklear is engaged!
Share
After 40 years of make
ups and break ups with
high school sweetheart
the actress is tying the
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the actress is tying the
knot
Third time lucky!
Is this her raciest
photo yet? Steve Irwin's
'hot niece' Rebecca
Lobie risks an X-rated
wardrobe malfunction in
an eye-popping neon
green bikini
Skye Wheatley poses
topless for the online
Vogue challenge...
which was created to
showcase black and
culturally diverse
beauty
'Oh my god, I went
topless!' Susie Porter
reveals why she
REFUSES to do onscreen nude scenes
anymore

Angelina Jolie reveals
she split from Brad Pitt
for the 'well-being' of
their 'six very brave'
children: 'It was the
right decision'

90 Day Fiancé star
Erika Owens, 24, looks
completely
unrecognisable in
shocking throwback
photos from before her
extreme makeover
'I'll wear what I like,
when I like': New
Zealand TV host Hilary
Barry, 50, slams 'ageshaming' viewer who
told her to cover up
after she bared her
shoulders
Phoebe Burgess
shares thoughtful post
about taking her
'freedom for granted' as
she enjoys a day on her
parents' farm with her
children following split
from Sam
Iggy Azalea is back in
the studio working on
another comeback
single after secretly
giving birth to a son
Iggy Azalea is ready to
make yet another
comeback.
Rebel Wilson reveals
she 'suffers from
emotional eating and
work stress' as she
talks her weight loss
journey... after losing an
incredible 18kgs
Beyonce and Jay-Z
suit up with masks as
they exit their private
plane with Blue Ivy and
their twins for a
getaway in the
Hamptons
She's glowing! Krystal
Forscutt flaunts her
growing baby bump in a
crop top as she
prepares to welcome
her third child
+99
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Harper Beckham,
Top
eight, proves she is
following in mum
Victoria's fashionista
footsteps as she plays
Share
dress up with the
designer's sunglasses
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Ireland Baldwin
ignores California's
mandatory mask
requirements as she
steps out for a dinner
date with friend

'I'm getting this fixed!'
Married At First Sight's
Hayley Vernon, 33,
reveals plans to get
Botox after noticing
'signs of ageing' on her
face
Lady Louise, 16, joins
Prince Edward on a
canter around
Windsor's grounds as
father and daughter are
pictured riding together
for the first time since
lockdown
Australian model
Megan Blake Irwin
shows off her incredible
figure in a silk dress amid rumours she's
secretly tied the knot

Perrie Edwards and
boyfriend Alex OxladeChamberlain dance
together while preparing
brunch in lockdown

Selma Blair, 47, dons
low-key tracksuit
bottoms with a tight
white vest as she dons
a face mask while
stepping out with
boyfriend Ron Carlson,
73, in LA
Love Island Australia's
John James Parton's
muscle-bound bod is a
far cry from the slight
frame he displayed on
UK's Big Brother a
decade ago
The Bold and The
Beautiful's Katherine
Kelly Lang reveals the
EXTREME rules and
restrictions the cast
must abide by in order
to film during COVID-19

Liam Gallagher reveals
he chased and tried to
FIGHT Coronation
Street star Simon
Gregson after the actor
'flipped the bird' at him
after a performance

EXCLUSIVE Meghan
Markle tells friends her
instinct to leave the UK
'all makes sense' now
because she was
'destined' to help fight
racism in US
Woman on a mission

Below Deck
Mediterranean's Hannah
Ferrier shows off her
burgeoning baby bump
at Balmoral Beach in
Sydney
She announced she was
pregnant with her first
+99 child earlier this month.
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Top it since the
'I hosted
beginning': Sally
Obermeder says she's
'super sad' that The
Share
Daily Edition has been
axed after seven years
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Sophie Wessex
delivers a powerful
speech on sexual
violence via video link
at United Nations event,
saying the world 'must
listen to the survivors'
Paris Hilton opts for
her beloved girly style
in pretty pink dress
paired with retroinspired white
sunglasses as she
grabs a sweet treat in
the Hamptons
Cameron Diaz cuts a
low-key figure as steps
out in LA in a protective
face mask and chic
boyfriend jeans

Caprice Bourret, 48, is
every inch the doting
mother as she
embraces sons Jett and
Jax, 6, after a game of
tennis

Jude the obscured!
Law finally covers his
'Sexy Sadie' tattoo
tribute to his ex-wife
with a blue fish inking
17 years after split

EDEN CONFIDENTIAL:
Harry and Meghan ditch
the Queen's lawyers - in
a move which suggests
they won't be rejoining
the Firm

EXCLUSIVE James
Gandolfini's widow is
seen for the first time in
years on 7th
anniversary of
Sopranos star's death

Married At First Sight
star Natasha Spencer
says she's ready to
'change her life' as she
reveals her dramatic
hair transformation

Alexandra Burke
claims she was ordered
to BLEACH HER SKIN
and told to 'work 10
times harder than a
white artist' after
winning The X Factor
Former MasterChef
judge Matt Preston says
his new show Plate of
Origin is 'exactly what
people want to see'

Demi Lovato and beau
Max Henrich don face
masks as they step out
for a romantic meal...
after returning from
lavish California desert
getaway
Bachelor couple Laura
Byrne and Matty 'J'
Johnson
gush over
+99
daughter Marlie-Mae on
NEW
herTop
first birthday
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Married At First Sight's
Mishel Karen
apologises for naming
d h i
l
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and shaming a cruel
troll - but says
'messages from bullies
are not acceptable'

Baby-faced Fearne
Cotton dons retro
brown lipliner, clutches
a Bacardi Breezer and
rocks a heavy fringe in
series of Nineties
throwback snaps
Colin Farrell wears a
protective mask during
a solo run to 7/11 store
near his home in LA...
as Irish actor continues
to spend most of his
COVID-19 quarantine
alone
Kyle Sandilands'
manager Bruno Bouchet
candidly reveals his
battle with mental health
and how the KIIS FM
star helped him through
his darkest days in
hospital
Katie Price is set to
surprise daughter
Princess with a puppy
for her 13th birthday...
days after dad Peter
Andre refused because
wife Emily is allergic
Married At First Sight
star Stacey Hampton
gets her foot tattoo
removed and says the
laser procedure was
painful but 'so worth it'

Too Hot To Handle star
Harry Jowsey spends
time with his friends in
Los Angeles - after
splitting from girlfriend
Francesca Farago

Actress Isabelle
Cornish shows off her
massive new leg tattoo
that took EIGHT HOURS
to finish

Beyonce drops
surprise new song
Black Parade hours
after launching initiative
of the same name in
support of Black-owned
small businesses
Amanda Kloots
reunites with husband
Nick Cordero after 79
days apart... as she
posts pic holding his
hand from inside the
ICU
+99 'I will fight for you'
NEW
ARTICLES

Pregnant
Hilaria
Top
Baldwin enjoys a
tranquil afternoon by
the pool with
Share
sons Rafael, 5, and
Romeo, 2
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Jennifer Hawkins
cuddles up with her
adorable seven-monthold daughter Frankie
Violet after spending the
day at Bondi Beach

Pregnant Katherine
Schwarzenegger
praises 'wonderful
husband' Chris Pratt
who understands her
'need to sanitize
everything'
Ansel Elgort accused
of sexually assaulting
17-year-old girl in 2014
after meeting her on
social media

Travis Scott pays
$23.5MIL in CASH for
sleek postmodern
Brentwood mansion
...after ex Kylie Jenner
picks up $36.5MIL
estate in Holmby Hills
Kristin Cavallari stuns
in low-cut bodysuit and
mini skirt for her first
girls night out in LA...
after moving into her
$5m home in Nashville

A mask fit for a Royal:
Queen Letizia of Spain
dazzles in a gold skirt
as she and King Felipe
VI take their daughters
to the theatre as it
reopens
'Love you more each
day': Millie Mackintosh
shares stunning
wedding snap to mark
her two year
anniversary with
husband Hugo Taylor...
a month after
welcoming their
daughter Sienna
TOWIE's Demi Sims
CONFIRMS new
romance with Leonie
McSorley... as the EOTB
star's twin Che gives
stamp of approval and
lauds her sister
for 'coming to terms
with her sexuality'
Love Island's Anna
Vakili complements her
plaid trouser suit with a
face mask as she heads
to work at the pharmacy
after plea to government
for PPE
George Clooney slams
Donald Trump for
claiming he 'made
Juneteenth famous' and
sarcastically jibes his
'heroic efforts'
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John Legend reveals
the surprising gift his
wifeTop
Chrissy Teigan
received from Kris
Jenner after she got her
breast implants
Share
removed
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'I love social
distancing': Melanie
Sykes looks effortlessly
chic in timely slogan tee
as she arrives at BBC
ahead of her radio show
with Alan Carr
Kate gets back to
work! Duchess of
Cambridge dons a nononsense gilet to return
to royal duties with a
visit to the local garden
centre
Justin Bieber does a
pizza delivery for his
pals as he treats them
to a snack after playing
basketball in LA

Lady Gaga flashes her
legs in pink sweatshirt
and matching trainers
as she enjoys a
quarantine coffee break
with boyfriend Michael
Polansky
Lord of the Rings
hobbit Sir Ian Holm who
played Bilbo Baggins in
hit film franchise dies
aged 88 after battle with
Parkinson's disease

Courtney Stodden
puts on a leggy display
as she grabs coffee for
two wearing hot pants
and heels... along with
Brian Austin Green's
SMAG hat
Will Smith calls his
1995 divorce to Sheree
Zampino the 'ultimate
failure' during an
emotional chat with wife
Jada Pinkett-Smith

Madonna's daughter
Lourdes Leon looks
chic as she shares a
laugh with pals in NYC

Pierce Brosnan, 67,
goes shirtless as he
taps into full relaxation
mode on the beach
near his Hawaii home

Pink's children Willow
Sage and Jameson
Moon crash their pop
star mother's grueling
hour-plus workout on
Instagram
Summer MonteysFullam showcases her
incredible figure in TINY
denim shorts and
ruffled polka dot top as
+99 she fills up on petrol in
Canterbury
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Top
Ashley Roberts is
forced to SHUT DOWN
Share
her beloved luxury shoe
brand (where heels
went for up to $800)
after three years... amid
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a te t ee yea s a d
claims the company
was 'haemorrhaging
cash'
Jenna Dewan shows
off her trim postpregnancy body in
athletic wear... as she
hikes with fiancé Steve
Kazee and kids

Angelina Pivarnick's
wedding drama
continues as she
threatens to reveal the
hurtful text messages
sent to her after THAT
infamous speech
Gwen Stefani wishes
her beau Blake Shelton
a happy 44th birthday...
as she plants a big kiss
on his cheek: 'Thank
you for being my best
friend'

Today's headlines

Most Read

'I KNOW he did it': Madeleine McCann
suspect Christian Brueckner's friend says
the drifter talked of selling...
'It was like he had his hands in red paint':
Security guard tells of carnage in Reading
park as terror...
Father who was charged over the death of
his son, six, only had custody of him
because boy's mother was...
Germany's R rate jumps from 1.79 to 2.88 in
one day amid concerns the country could see
a second wave of...
Sunshine diet everyone should be
on: Vitamin D plays a vital role in fighting
coronavirus - but many of us...
DOMINIC LAWSON: Life post-Covid? What
we can ALL learn from the Japanese
'Isn't it time you went on a diet?': The
dying words of JENNI MURRAY's mother
are just one example of her...
Hunt for the statue wreckers: Police issue
CCTV images of 15 people they want to
speak to about the day...
Top private schools want to 'decolonise'
their curriculum by altering history
lessons after Black Lives...
Police issue 12 new CCTV images of people
they want to question after violence
surrounding Black Lives...
One of the four ex-cops charged in
George Floyd's 'murder' is confronted by
a furious shopper in a Cub Foods...
NYPD cop is suspended without pay after
bodycam footage shows him using a
'chokehold' on a suspect - eight...
SIX black people have been found dead in
string of hangings since the death of
George Floyd - sparking...
A hole new 'Stonehenge'! New prehistoric
monument dating back 4,500 years made up
of 15ft-deep shafts in a...
Woman is 'hacked to death with a samurai
sword and meat cleaver' at her home in
Dublin before police use...
Man whose three children died in flat fire
returns to the scene on Father's Day to lay
teddies in...
Rebecca Adlington's ex-husband Harry
Needs comes out as bisexual and admits
he has known about his sexuality...
Three family members die as car smashes
into them on Cumbrian road - with driver, 47,
arrested
Almost 200 charities accuse Government
of turning their backs on the world's poor
by axing DfID
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Boris Johnson 'will expand social bubbles
allowing more grandparents to see their
Top relatives' in further...

Share

Build, build, build! Boris Johnson plans
package to boost construction and rescue
economy
Weekly saliva test for Covid-19 to make it
easier for people to check themselves at
home is being piloted
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home is being piloted...
We can no longer let Covid-19 dictate our
lives... and it was always going to be
easier to impose a lockdown...
Sage adviser suggests elderly people could
wear ribbons to indicate they are social
distancing with lockdown...
UK announces 43 more coronavirus
deaths - a RISE from the same day last
week but there are ZERO new...
Ad Feature
The future of shopping: How these inspiring
entrepreneurs have adapted their businesses
during the pandemic
Boss of two married co-workers who fired
the wife over unproven 'IT breach' after
the couple split committed...
Portuguese detective who led original probe
into Madeleine McCann's disappearance
claims prime suspect...
Have you given away your personal data
with your car? Four in five drivers don't
wipe sensitive information...
You don't need millions to buy a mansion!
Meet the couples who achieved their dream
of living in their own...
England could see its hottest June day on
record this week with front from Spain
bringing heatwave...
A tap on the head... then carnage: Chilling
movements of the Reading attacker as he
chose his victims before...
SARAH VINE: The family photo album that
shows how Prince William is healing the
wounds of his own childhood
British Superbike star Ben Godfrey dies in
tragic crash at Donington Park at the age of
just 25
Australia is on guard for a second wave of
COVID-19 after a spike in Melbourne
cases sees SIX new 'red...
RUTH SUNDERLAND: Coronavirus could
help re-imagine the world of work, if
companies, educationalists and the...
Why a post-lockdown post-nup could
SAVE your marriage: Working from home
wars. Home-schooling horrors....
Virus-free... and staying that way! Mail Force
helps out Mencap home as PPE charity drive
enters fresh phase...
Is it just me? Or is a silenced salon a joy?
asks LIBBY PURVES
Oh yes it is! Theatre director predicts it's
curtains for this year's pantomime season as
the festive stage...
The Middleton family genes! Royal fans
say Prince Louis is a 'carbon copy' of his
mother after seeing the...
Teens post TikTok video of the gruesome
moment they found suspected human
remains stuffed inside a trash bag...
How to make mouthwatering mini lemon
meringue pies in a slow cooker using just
SEVEN ingredients
Mind-blowing 'hack' shows how you can get
the dregs out of the bottom of a jar of peanut
butter in SECONDS
Have you been baking packet mix cakes
wrong your whole life? Mum reveals the
VERY simple tweaks that will...
Bizarre conspiracy theories about George
Soros organizing unrest in the US sparked by
the death of George...
HMS Hopeless: £1bn Royal Navy warship
has spent FOUR YEARS stuck in port
because of engine problems and a...
Donald Trump is 'furious' at the
'underwhelming' rally turnout: President's
campaign blames protesters and...
Tributes are paid to 20-year-old man who
died after swimming with friends at
Scottish beauty spot
Damning figures show one third of FTSE 100
firms still do not have a single minority ethnic
director
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EDITOR'S SIX OF THE BEST
JAN MOIR: Four mothers who epitomise
everything that's awful about Britain
Share

EPHRAIM HARDCASTLE: The zipless dress once
considered 'risque'... that has proved a hit thanks
to the Duchess of Cambridge
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DAILY MAIL COMMENT: Co-op, Labour and a
betrayal of values
TOM UTLEY: At last, a genuine medical condition
that explains why I never listen to a word my wife
says
RICHARD LITTLEJOHN: Life's too short to
measure a goldfish
Press the panic button... Lucifer's legged it: The
Mail's theatre critic is directing his village's Easter
play. So why has the Devil disappeared and did the
Bible really feature green underpants
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